Summary for our English speaking visitors

keipp elektro-bau-technik GmbH is a medium sized company from Ludwigshafen,
Germany, founded in 1919. We provide a wide range of services related to the electric
business sector. With approximately 300 employees we are one of the leading
companies in our region. We also provide an increasing number of nation-wide and
international services.
Services:
keipp elektro-bau-technik GmbH offers an extensive number of services and technical
support. This includes technical advice, planning, project management, controlling and
implementation of extensive handicraft performances within the electrical field.
The company is organized in four divisions, each of them with a various number of
subdivisions. Each division offers reliable, experienced, quality conscious and customer
focused services in all facets of electrical contracting:
Electrical Engineering

Petrol Station Technology and Illuminated
Advertising Signs

-

-

-

General installations for the
industrial and private sector
Illumination engineering
Security technology
Network engineering
Communication technology

-

Service, maintenance and occupancy-ready
construction of petrol stations
Pipeline construction
Construction, demolition and foundation laying
Price signs (led and roller blind)
Illuminated advertising signs
Cathodic anticorrosive

Industrial engineering

Multidisciplinary Services

-

-

Automation technology
Cabinet engineering
Industrial installations

Facility Management
Turnkey projects

Corporate principles:
We constantly aim to satisfy customers’ needs by providing an exemplary level of
service, sound technical advice and quality at its best. Smooth handling as well as
reliable and punctual realization of diverse projects is assured by central project
controlling, employment of CAD and CAE systems in planning and construction,
application of a comprehensive quality management system, according to the standard
ISO 9001, and workplace safety on the basis of SCC. Moreover, keipp elektro-bautechnik GmbH is committed to environment-friendly use of materials and process
design.
To maintain this level, our aim is to realize everything with our own professional and
trained workforce.
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Customers
A big share of our annual turnover is made with regular customers. They appreciate our
technical competence, our experienced workmanship, our clear documentation and our
exact cost transparency as well as the ability to meet required deadlines.
We serve customers within the following areas
-

Oil companies
Banks
Insurance companies
Printing press manufacturers

-

Publishing industry
Trading companies
Public facilities
Automotive Industry

For industry, banks and insurance companies, keipp elektro-bau-technik GmbH carries
out the statutory stipulated safety inspections according to the German standards UVV
and BGV A2.
With its customers, keipp elektro-bau-technik GmbH aims at long-lasting partnerships
and successful business relations.

Contact address:
keipp elektro-bau-technik GmbH
Att. Mr. Tim Arnheiter (CEO)
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Str. 16
D-67059 Ludwigshafen am Rhein
Germany
fon: +49 (0)6 21 / 5 20 54 - 0
fax: +49 (0)621 / 5 20 54 - 40
email: keipp@keipp.com
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